Race Running
Sunday May 28, 1995
Indianapolis 500-Mile Race

Good morning.
Anton H. George, President of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, members of the Hulman family and
the entire Speedway staff welcome you to the start of the 79th running of the annual Indianapolis 500Mile Race.
Order of the Day:
5:00 a.m.(EST)-- Military bomb signaling opening of the gates.
8:00 a.m.
-- Spectacle of bands, race cars positioned in front of
respective pits.
9:45 a.m.
-- Cars placed in starting positions as Purdue University
Band plays "On the Banks of the Wabash."
9:58 a.m.
-- Vintage race car lap.
10:00 a.m.
-- Featured events, presentations, introductions.
10:05 a.m.
-- Festival celebrity caravan lap, followed by Sheriff's
Motorcycle Drill Team.
10:15 a.m.
-- Engine warmup.
10:23 a.m.
-- Engine warmup completed.
10:24 a.m.
-- "America the Beautiful," Purdue University Band.
10:26 a.m.
-- "Stars and Stripes Forever," Purdue University Band.
10:30 a.m.
-- Final track inspection.
10:42 a.m.
-- National Anthem, sung by Florence Henderson.
10:45 a.m.
-- Invocation by Archbishop Daniel M. Buechlien,
Indianapolis Catholic Archdiocese.
10:47 a.m.
-- Taps, combined U.S. Armed Forces Color Guard pays
homage on this Memorial Day weekend to our veterans.
10:48 a.m.
-- Flyover (B-17 and four-ship P-51 formation).
10:49 a.m.
-- "Back Home Again in Indiana," sung by Jim Nabors with
Purdue University Band and traditional balloon
spectacle.
10:51 a.m.
-- Starting command.
10:52 a.m.
-- 1995 Chevrolet Corvette Pace Car, Driven by Jim
Perkins, leads the field on three laps prior to the
start, two parade laps and the official pace lap.
11:00 a.m.
-- Start of 79th Indianapolis 500.

The Speedway's Trackside Report information system will provide you with information throughout and
after the race, including race running, statistical and scoring information, records and the unofficial and
final boxscores. Prize money will be announced at the Victory Dinner Monday night.
The 80th running of the Indianapolis 500 is scheduled for Sunday, May 26, 1996. The Indianapolis
Motor Speedway's Hall of Fame Museum, completed prior to the 1976 race, is one of the outstanding
structures of its kind in the United States with 96,960 square feet of floor space. Among its features for
the month of May are the #24 DuPont Chevrolet driven to victory last August by Jeff Gordon in the
inaugural Brickyard 400, and a collection of Indiana-built passenger cars as part of the statewide "Year
of the Car" celebration in Indiana.
The 33-car starting field, aligned in 11 rows of three abreast, will make two parade laps around the track
prior to the official pace lap, culminating in a flying start at more than 150 miles an hour. Chief starter is
Duane Sweeney.
Jim Perkins, vice president of General Motors and general manager of Chevrolet Motor Division, will
drive the 1995 Chevrolet Corvette pace car for the start of the "500" with USAC official Jim Haynes in
his first year as pace-car observer. Perkins also drove the pace car for the "500" in 1990 and 1993. On
yellow-light situations, Don Bailey will be the driver. All cars will bunch up in single file behind the

leader and maintain a speed of approximately 90 miles an hour until conditions warrant display of the
green light again.
The United States Auto Club has established a pit-road speed limit of 100 miles an hour.
The "500" is being aired live by ABC Sports and is available to countries around the world. The
Indianapolis Motor Speedway Radio Network will air the "500" live to approximately 600 U.S. stations
and LeSea Broadcasting and the Armed Forces Radio Network around the world.
Today's forecast from the National Weather Service as of 9 a.m. is that it will remain cloudy and a bit
humid through 11 a.m. Thunderstorms could redevelop as early as 1-2 p.m. this afternoon. Best chance
of rain this afternoon will be after 3 p.m. At the scheduled drop of the green flag, skies should be partly
sunny, temperatures should be in the middle 70s and winds will be SW at 15-25 mph. Through the time
the checkered flag is expected to be waved, skies should be partly sunny with breezy and warm-weather
conditions. Temperatures should push into the low 80s by 3 p.m. while gusty SW winds continue.
RACE RUNNING:
•
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10:25 a.m. -- All cars in starting position on front straightaway.
10:30 a.m. -- Track temperature from Goodyear tire engineers is 92 degrees.
Lyn St. James collects $5,000 from Pinkerton Securities for being the oldest driver in the field.
Jacques Villeneuve collects $7,500 from Ameritech as the youngest starting driver in the field.
10:54 a.m. -- Mary Fendrich Hulman, Chairman Emeritus of the Speedway, gave the starting command,
"Lady and gentlemen, start your engines."
10:55 a.m. -- Field pulls away, #80 Lazier stalled on front straight, crew refired engine, field away. #11
Boesel leaking fluid on grid, reported clean through first turn.
10:59 a.m. -- #5 Gordon to pits on second parade lap, throttle and radio problems.
11:01 a.m. -- Green. #5 Gordon rejoins field after green. Last time the field left without 33 cars was in
1992.
Lap 1 -- YELLOW, Six-car accident in south short chute involving #91 Fox, #90 St. James, #14
Cheever, #22 C. Guerrero, #19 Bachelart, #8 de Ferran. #19 Bachelart drove to pit road, nose cone and
right front suspension pulled off for repairs. #8 de Ferran drove to pits, right front wheel bent up off
pavement. #91 Fox heavy damage, front end, out of race. #14 Cheever, #22 C. Guerrero #90 St. James
out. Most cars eliminated in a first-lap crash are 11 in 1966 and 7 in 1958. #14 Cheever, #22 C.
Guerrero, #91 Fox and #90 St. James become the 37th, 38th, 39th and 40th drivers in "500" history to
complete no laps in a race. Cheever, St. James, C. Guerrero examined and released from Hanna Medical
Center. Fox transported to Methodist Hospital with apparent head injury.
The oldest driver in last year's race was 32nd-place finisher Mario Andretti. Oldest driver in the 1995
race is 32nd-place finisher Lyn St. James.
WALTER PAYTON (co-owner, #19 Bachelart): "A wheel hit the right front of Eric's car. We
can get back into the race. We just have to balance the car again."
CARLOS GUERRERO: "I slowed down. I got hit from behind, but I'm happy because I'm in
good shape. We worked hard all month.
EDDIE CHEEVER: "I was on the outside and Stan's car just turned into me. Something must
have broken or someone must've hit him. It's unfortunate."
LYN ST. JAMES: I'm not real sure what happened ahead of me. I saw the incident. I saw holes
and I thought I could get through. I got up high and then I was in the middle. It seemed strange.
It all seemed so far ahead. It seemed there was plenty of room to get through. I'd like to see a
replay myself to get a better understanding of what happened."

•
•
•
•

•

#24 Scott Goodyear led lap, becoming first driver to lead "500" on Firestone tires since Al Unser on lap
#72 in 1973. #40 Luyendyk second, #6 Andretti third.
Lap 3: #24 Goodyear continues lead under caution, gains $5,000 from Marsh Supermarkets for leading
Lap 3.
Lap 9: GREEN.
Lap 10: #40 Luyendyk to lead, #6 Andretti to second, #24 Goodyear third. This is the first time a
Menard engine has led at Indy and the first time a stock block has led the race since Stephan Gregoire
led in a Buick-powered car on Lap 18 in 1993.#3 Tracy, who started 16th, now eighth.
Lap 19: When #6 Andretti led the lap, he overtook Gordon Johncock for 12th on the "500" alltime lap
leader list with 340 laps led.

•

Lap 29: #40 Luyendyk stalled on pit road, had to be restarted, 56 seconds. #8 de Ferran, after 23-minute
pit stop to attempt to repair suspension damage from accident, pushed to garage, out of race.
de FERRAN: "I saw the accident coming. I went to the inside so no one would hit me. A wheel
came down and hit the right front. For sure, this is a big disappointment. It's a shame for myself
and the team but we'll come back next year."

•
•
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Crew reports #77 Jones hit debris in first-lap accident and it is trying to find reason for unknown
vibration in car.
Lap 32: #6 Andretti pits, 17 seconds, four tires, fuel.
Lap 37: SECOND YELLOW, debris, head rest from #40 Luyendyk's car, in Turn 1.
Lap 39: #27 Villeneuve assessed two-lap penalty for passing pace car under caution. #6 Andretti takes
lead.
Lap 40: #6 Andretti collects $2,500 from DowElanco for leading at 100 miles.
Lap 42: #20 Pruett, 1 minute, five-second pit stop, four tires, fuel.
Lap 45: GREEN.
Lap 48: #6 Andretti leads, collects $5,000 from Terre Haute National Bank in memory of Chapman S.
Root. #80 Lazier out, fuel pump.
LAZIER: "Everything felt so good at the start of the race. I never had a car that felt so good.
What took us out was a fuel pump. It dropped down to 5-10 pounds of pressure and that ended
it."

•
•
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Lap 49: #11 Boesel stop-and-go penalty, air hose infraction.
Lap 58: #31 Ribeiro to pit road, stop-and-go penalty, exceeded speed limit on pit road.
Lap 60: #40 Luyendyk to pits.
Lap 62: #6 Andretti leads by 16.1 seconds over #24 Goodyear, by 25.1 over #18 Gugelmin, by 36
seconds over #16 Johansson, by 40.7 seconds over #17 Sullivan, by 41.9 seconds over #3 Tracy.
Lap 66: #6 Andretti in pits, 17 seconds, four tires, fuel. #19 Bachelart pushed to garage, out of race,
balancing damage from first-lap accident. #24 Goodyear in pits, 18 seconds, four tires, fuel.
UPDATE ON STAN FOX: Listed in serious condition at Methodist Hospital, undergoing
surgery for head injury.
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Lap 76: #18 Gugelmin leads by 1.4 seconds over #6 Andretti, by 35.2 seconds over #24 Goodyear. #18
Gugelmin becomes the 153rd driver to lead the "500" for the first time.
Lap 77: #6 Andretti pits, driver out of car.
Lap 80: THIRD YELLOW, #41 Sharp hit wall, Turn 4 after pit stop in which crew had trouble with left
front wheel. Sharp was struck by a tire, was reported awake in good condition and was transported to
Methodist Hospital for further evaluation and treatment. Crew, #77 Jones, reports vibration problem
solved.
Lap 80: #24 Goodyear pits, 36 seconds, four tires, fuel, stalled engine. #24 Goodyear collects $5,000
from DowElanco for leading at 200 miles.
BACHELART: "The front suspension was broken in the first-lap crash. The car was driving
poorly after that. We tried to make repairs but the car became difficult to drive."
ANDRETTI: "I came up on Gugelmin. I did not know he was slowing to pit. I slowed down in
the middle of Turn 4. I went high to go around and I hit the wall. The team Kmart/Havoline did a
great job.

•
•
•

•
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Lap 86: GREEN.
Lap 89: FOURTH YELLOW, #16 Johansson spun in pit entrance warmup lane, right rear tire down. Car
towed to pits, driver reported he felt tire was punctured.
Lap 94: Track temperature is 120 degrees, according to Goodyear tire engineers. 11 cars on lead lap:
#18 Gugelmin, #31 Ribeiro, #24 Goodyear, #17 Sullivan, #5 Gordon, #15 Fittipaldi, #12 Vasser, #33
Fabi, #7 Salazar, #9 Rahal, #11 Boesel.
Lap 95: #18 Gugelmin gets $5,000 from Microsoft Windows for leading lap.
Lap 96: GREEN.
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Lap 97: #60 Brayton to pits, sidepods taken off, changed plugs.
Lap 99: #33 Fabi, stop-and-go penalty, exceeding pit road speed limit.
Lap 100: #5 Gordon to fourth place, 13.3 seconds behind leader #18 Gugelmin. #60 Brayton returned to
track.
Lap 103: #77 Jones, stop-and-go penalty, exceeding pit road speed limit.
Lap 108: #18 Gugelmin leads by 7.9 seconds over #31 Ribeiro.
Lap 111: #20 Pruett, in 11th and first car not on lead lap, directly behind #18 Gugelmin on track.
Lap 113: #20 Pruett pits, fuel only.
Lap 114: #31 Ribeiro, four tires, fuel, 18 seconds.
Lap 116: #17 Sullivan to pits, four tires, fuel, 15 seconds. #18 Gugelmin to pits, four tires, fuel, 17
seconds.
Lap 118: #15 Fittipaldi to pits, four tires, fuel, 19 seconds.
Lap 119: #5 Gordon to pits, four tires, fuel, 20 seconds. #24 Goodyear to pits, four tires, fuel, 15
seconds.
Lap 120: #24 Goodyear receives $7,500 from DowElanco for leading at 300 miles.
Lap 121: #31 Ribeiro to pits, wrapper caught on car, removed, 11 seconds. #9 Rahal to lead, second
former winner to lead race behind #40 Luyendyk.
Lap 122: #11 Boesel leads #18 Gugelmin by .5 second.
Lap 123: FIFTH YELLOW, #31 Ribeiro stalled, back straightaway. Crew reports car has been running
"hot" since Lap 80.
Lap 127: GREEN.
Lap 131: #21 R. Guerrero, stop-and-go penalty, exceeding speed limit in pits.
Lap 132: 13 cars on lead lap.
Lap 133: #18 Gugelmin leads by 1.9 seconds over #24 Goodyear, by 2.9 seconds over #5 Gordon; #20
Pruett to seventh place on lead lap.
Lap 135: #31 Ribeiro, after tow to pits, crew replaced cable on throttle linkage, returned to track.
Lap 136: #3 Tracy out of power, backstretch.
Lap 138: SIXTH YELLOW, #3 Tracy stalled, warmup lane, Turn 3. #24 Goodyear to pits, four tires,
fuel, 15 seconds.
TRACY: "The throttle just stuck open for five or six laps. The motor shut down. The
Kmart/Budweiser car was doing well." (about first-lap accident): "It happened right in front of
me. I just missed it by a foot and I hope Stan Fox is doing well." (about finishing the race): "We
could've finished in the top four."

•

•
•
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Lap 139: All leaders pit, #5 Gordon beat #18 Gugelmin in race on pit road. #5 Gordon to pits, four tires,
fuel, 17 seconds. #18 Gugelmin to pits, four tires, fuel, 15 seconds. #20 Pruett to pits, four tires, fuel, 15
seconds.
Lap 140: #12 Vasser to lead for first time he's led an Indianapolis 500.
Lap 141: GREEN.
Lap 146: #12 Vasser leads by 6 seconds over #27 Villeneuve, by 9 seconds over #24 Goodyear.
UPDATE: #27 Villeneuve turned fastest lap of race at 220.919 miles an hour on Lap 112. He
has gone from two laps down, a two-lap penalty issued at Lap 51, retroactive to Lap 37, to one
lap down on Lap 66 to seventh place on the lead lap on Lap 120 to second place on Lap 140,
4.935 seconds behind leader #12 Vasser.
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Lap 156: #27 Villeneuve to lead. He is the first driver to lead back-to-back races starting with his rookie
year since Teo Fabi in 1983-84. He has led the race in 1994 and 1995 as the youngest driver in the field.
With leads today by Villeneuve and Scott Goodyear, it's the first time two Canadian drivers have ever
led the same "500."
Lap 160: #27 Villeneuve collects $10,000 from DowElanco for leading at 400 miles.
Lap 163: SEVENTH YELLOW, #77 Jones hit wall, exit of Turn 2. Jones examined and released from
Hanna Medical Center. #20 Pruett takes lead. He became third driver today to lead his first "500" behind
#12Vasser, #18 Gugelmin. He is second driver to lead today on Firestone tires.
Lap 164: #27 Villeneuve to pits, four tires, fuel, 20 seconds. #24 Goodyear to pits, four tires, fuel, 16
seconds. #20 Pruett to pits, four tires, fuel, 16 seconds.
Track temperature at 1:30 p.m. from Goodyear tire engineers is 125 degrees.
Lap 165: #18 Gugelmin to pits, four tires, fuel, 14 seconds.
Lap 166: #5 Gordon to pits, four tires, fuel, 16 seconds.
Lap 169: GREEN.

•

•
•
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Lap 170: EIGHTH YELLOW, #12 Vasser, dueling with #20 Pruett for lead, hit outside wall at exit of
Turn 3 into north short chute. The last time a driver crashed while leading the race was Emerson
Fittipaldi on Lap 185 in 1994.
Lap 174: #9 Rahal, stop-and-go penalty for exceeding pit speed limit. Crew reported its telemetry
showed 94 mph.
Lap 175: Nine cars on lead lap. First seven (#20 Pruett, #24 Goodyear, #27 Villeneuve, #11 Boesel, #15
C. Fittipaldi, #7 Salazar, #5 Gordon) looking for first "500" victory. #9 Rahal eighth, followed by #18
Gugelmin.
Lap 176: GREEN. #24 Goodyear passes #20 Pruett for lead.
JONES: "I think it was Rahal or Boesel...it was one of the Duracell cars. They went low
underneath inside me. I got in the marbles and I just couldn't turn the car. I couldn't get any grip
to get off the wall. These cars, I don't know why it is. We practice fast, but in the race, we
struggle to get over 210. You have to be real heads-up. We're fighting to keep hanging in there.
We'll certainly be back."

•
•

Lap 179: #24 Goodyear turned fastest lap of race at 224.009 miles an hour.
Lap 182: #24 Goodyear by .1 second over #20 Pruett.
UPDATE: Jimmy Vasser has been examined and released from Hanna Medical Center.
VASSER: "Pruett got inside me later than I thought he would. I gave him some room but I got
into the marbles. I had absolutely no grip and went right into the wall. It was the best chance we
had to win the race. It's too bad but we'll be back next year, hopefully."

•
•
•

Lap 183: #24 Goodyear by .4 second over #20 Pruett.
Lap 185: NINTH YELLOW, #20 Pruett hit outside wall off Turn 2, slid across track and hit inside wall,
coming to stop in infield grass down backstretch.
Lap 186: #11 Boesel to pits, driver out of car.
BOESEL: "We had some sort of engine problem. We don't know what it is yet until we get in
the garage."

•
•
•
•
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Lap 190: GREEN.
Lap 192: #24 Goodyear, in lead, announced for stop-and-go penalty for passing pace car on restart.
Lap 193: #24 Goodyear black-flagged.
Lap 194: #24 Goodyear leads #27 Villeneuve by 4.3 seconds.
Lap 195: #24 Goodyear given one-lap penalty, now seventh, 41.7 seconds behind leader #27 Villeneuve.
Lap 198: #27 Villeneuve by 3.7 seconds over #15 Fittipaldi.
Lap 199: #27 Villeneuve by 3.4 seconds over #15 Fittipaldi.
Lap 200: #27 Villeneuve by 2.4 seconds over #15 Fittipaldi.
The last four years, the eventual winner took over the lead on Lap 188 in 1991, Lap 190 in 1992, Lap
185 in 1993 and Lap 185 in 1994.
UPDATES: Scott Sharp has been released from Methodist Hospital with a bruised left arm.
Stan Fox is out of surgery (as of 2:20 p.m.) and remains in serious condition.

Jacques Villeneuve is the second driver to win the Rookie of the Year Award and the race in back-toback years. Rick Mears won the "500" for the first time in 1979 after being named co-Rookie of the
Year in 1978.
Villeneuve is the youngest driver in the field (born 4-9-71). Lyn St. James, the oldest driver at 48,
finished 32nd. Villeneuve is the first driver born in the 1970s to win the "500."
Jacques Villeneuve finished the full 200 laps when he finished 2nd in 1994. The last driver to complete
the full 500 mile distance in back-to-back years starting with his rookie year prior to Villeneuve was
Gordon Johncock in 1965 and 1966.

The first-place finisher, Jacques Villeneuve, was the youngest driver in the field (born 4/9/71). Secondplace finisher Christian Fittipaldi (born 1/18/71), was the youngest rookie and the second youngest
driver in the field.
Christian Fittipaldi is the second rookie in a row to finish second in the "500". Villeneuve finished
second in 1994. Christian's uncle, Emerson Fittipaldi, finished 32nd in his first "500", in 1984.
Jacques Villeneuve is the seventh driver to win the Indy 500 in his 2nd start.
This is the second time car No. 27 has won. Mauri Rose won in car #27 in 1947.
At 24 years and 49 days of age, Jacques Villenueve is the fifth youngest winner of the "500". Troy
Ruttman won in 1952 at age 22. 1912 winner Joe Dawson, 1926 winner Frank Lockhart and 1928
winner Louis Meyer all won at age 23.
The fewest laps led by a driver in an Indy 500 that went the full distance who was classified as the "top
lap leader of the event" is 58 laps by race winner Fred Frame in 1932 and 59 laps by 19th-place finisher
Leon Duray in 1928 and 59 laps by sixth-place finisher Mauricio Gugelmin this year.
Unofficially, sixth-place finisher Mauricio Gugelmin was the top lap leader of the race with 59 laps led.
1995 represents the sixth consecutive year that the winner was NOT the top lap leader of the event. This
is the longest such string in Indy 500 history. In fact, in the last 11 races, the only time the winner was
also the top lap leader of the race was in 1989 when race winner Emerson Fittipaldi led for 158 laps.
The unofficial winning average speed was 153.616 mph, making the 1995 event the 20th fastest Indy
500.
Race winner Jacques Villeneuve unofficially led 15 laps. Only five winners have led fewer laps: Gaston
Chevrolet (1920 - 14 laps), Mark Donohue (1972 - 13 laps), Bobby Unser (1975 - 11 laps, called after
174 laps due to rain), Graham Hill (1966 - 10 laps) and Joe Dawson (1912 - 2 laps).
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Race Quotes
Sunday May 28, 1995
Indianapolis 500-Mile Race

JACQUES VILLENEUVE (#27 Player's Ltd. / Team Green): "We wanted to have a good race. The
team was ready and I knew the car would be strong. I was trying to save fuel as much as I could. I felt
really happy even though we weren't in the lead because we came back from two laps down. To win the
race after that is a great feeling." (About the penalty): "I never saw him (the pace-car driver) wave at me,
so I just kept on going. The third time, he was really waving. I hit the brakes. I didn't know he was
talking to me because I didn't know I was in the lead. WHEN I heard we were two laps down, I swore a
little bit. It was a good thing we weren't on the radio or something. It was pretty annoying not being on
the lead lap. But we came back. We got the yellows at the right times. I screwed up two times. I started
to go before they were finished fueling. The next time, I stalled it. We did everything we could NOT to
win this race." (Was he down because he was two laps down): "As long as you're on the lead lap and
there's a yellow, you still have a chance. Because at the end of the yellow, you can get in at the back of
the pack.." (About Goodyear passing the pace car): "I saw him overtake the pace car and that's why I
jumped on the brakes. A regulation is a regulation. If they penalized me for it, there's no reason why
they wouldn't penalize him. I don't think I could have overtaken Scott if he hadn't been penalized. To
overtake the pace car, it has to be in the pits." (About winning the race): "It's the greatest race in the
world. To win this race is like winning a championship. If you have the choice of winning one race, I
want it to be this one. Winning Indy...it's the race to win. If you had a choice of a race to win over and
over again, this would be it. When we were behind Goodyear, I thought the first Canadian to win the
race was going to be Goodyear, and then it turned out to be us. Today, I wouldn't want to be anywhere
else." (About his thoughts on pace car system): "Maybe they should have a board or something with the
leader's number on it." (About in Victory Lane, hugging every crew member): "Well, it was the best
feeling I've had in racing so far. I think I went a little bit crazy there." (Is the win "tainted" because of
Goodyear's penalty?): "Why should it be tainted. It was a close race to the end. The Penskes had a big
advantage last year, so you could say the race last year was tainted, too." (About staying with Team
Green): "I'd be happy to stay with this team. To make a big decision like that, you need to have all the
cards in your hands and we just don't have all the cards yet." (About multiple lead changes): "That just
shows you how competitive Indy car racing is. The speeds have been going quicker because the tires
have gotten better."
BARRY GREEN (car owner, #27 Villeneuve): (was the team depressed when it was two laps down):
"We were down in the dumps...they took two laps from us and we got on the radio and said, ‘listen,
guys, we're not out of this yet. Let's stay focused.' Jacques drove hard when we asked him to. He
conserved fuel when we asked him to. He just did an amazing job." (About Villeneuve staying with
Team Green): "Perhaps we can talk him into staying but I think we're going to lose him to Formula One.
He's that good." (About winning the race): "We felt very good going into the race. We just needed a
little luck. The wind was really knocked out of our sails after the penalty but luck came our way. The
ball bounced our way with this one today. We were in the fight mode all day. It (Goodyear's penalty)
was just another part of the war."
CHRISTIAN FITTIPALDI (#15 Marlboro Chapeco Special): "This was the longest race of my life.
500 miles felt like 5,000. I thought I was going to hit the wall every lap. The dash was flashing the entire
race. The oil temperature light was on. The water temperature light was on. I didn't even look at the
dash. I kept my foot down and tried my very best. I just decided that if it was going to last, it was going
to last. I couldn't do anything about it." (About the car): "The car was oversteering. It was difficult to
drive the car for one lap, let alone the last 100 laps of the race. About 18 laps from the end, the situation
was such that I just had to go for it. My engineer told me we shouldn't stop because it would cost us
more than potential benefit. I'm very happy. It's fantastic what's happened. It was a difficult month for
me, especially during the first week. We couldn't get the speed. It worked out well for me. Jacques did a
fantastic job." (About how he thought he would do prior to the race): "I imagined I would finish well. I
had a good balance in the car." (About what Emerson, his uncle, would say): "He would be back next
year and he will be a lion."

BOBBY RAHAL (#9 Miller Genuine Draft): "I think we had a little too much downforce. I was good in
Turns 3 and 4 but Turns 1 and 2 were edgy. Biggest problem all day was our last pit stop. USAC gave
me a stop-and-go penalty for speeding in the pits. My telemetry said my pit speed was 93 but USAC's
said 109. That could have cost me the race." (On missing his pit area on the third stop): "I think I need to
get my glasses checked. No, really, I saw one of the USAC officials and his blue suit in front of Jimmy
(Prescott, crew chief) and by the time I saw him, I was already by him so I had to go around for another
lap."
ELISEO SALAZAR (#7 Cristal / Mobil 1 / Copec): "I'm actually very happy. I am disappointed about
the last yellow. Goodyear hit his power too fast. Jacques Villeneuve hit his brakes to keep from hitting
the pace car. I had to brake to miss him, got high into the marbles and almost hit the wall, so I feel I
could've finished higher." (On Race Day setup): "We were probably as good as we could be. The track
was changing all day. Sometimes we were pushing. Sometimes we were loose. But that's this place."
ROBBY GORDON (#5 Valvoline / Cummins Special): "We got off to a slow start. If you make a
mistake here, you're out of it. Before the race ever started our radio went out. More important than that,
our throttle was sticking open. I ran the whole race with the problem. We almost worked our way to the
front. I really wanted to win here. We ran strong all month. We weren't as fast as the Menard cars but we
knew we would be strong in the race. If only we didn't lose the lap in the beginning, we would've been
strong. The team did a great job. I made a bad call at the end of the race. I thought I had a flat tire with
12 laps to go and we changed four tires on the pit stop then. We didn't get an opportunity to get back in
after that. We fought as hard as we could."
MAURICIO GUGELMIN (#18 Hollywood / PacWest): "We were running very strong and I really
thought this would be our day. But when we switched to the softer compound tire (lap 138 stop), the car
developed a push and we never got the car right again. It wasn't the tires because we switched back to
the original compound (on lap 166) and the car still had a push problem. The push was so bad at the end
that I had to back off the gas when we ran in traffic. I'm happy we finished the race and led a lot of laps
but I'm disappointed because we played it cautious on the yellows and it seemed to hurt us and benefited
a lot of the cars that should have had to pit again for the end."
ARIE LUYENDYK (#40 Glidden / Quaker State): "I only had 52 inches of boost and I couldn't race
anybody. The lack of boost creates severe understeer, or push, when you don't have power. I particularly
noticed it coming off the corners and on the straightaways. If I had 55 inches, I could've raced for the
lead all day, even if I did stall in the pits."
TEO FABI (#33 Combustion Engineering / Indeck Reynard-Ford): "We had two black-flag penalties.
They really cost us a chance to compete for the win. Outside of that, the car was good."
DANNY SULLIVAN (#17 VISA Bank of America / PacWest): (about Lap 1 accident): "I can't believe
the car didn't hit anything. I mean, I got hit in the head with some debris. It might've been a nose or
something and it cut my helmet and there's also a huge gash in the roll hoop just above my head. It rung
my bell a little bit but didn't affect the car except for cutting the right front tire."
HIRO MATSUSHITA (#25 Panasonic Duskin YKK Reynard 95I): "I had understeer in (Turns) 1 and
2. In 1 and 2, three drivers hit the wall because of push. Outside of the groove, there is a lot of rubber.
You hit the rubber and there's no way to come back. In Turns 3 and 4, it was much better than 1 and 2.
The trash on the track is too much. There was a bag this big (about 15 inches long). It had something in
it...maybe paper, and it hit me in the head. Then it broke the right antenna off my car." (About the firstlap accident): "Stan (Fox) was on my left and I was behind him. Suddenly he went sideways in front of
me. It looked like a mechanical problem. I saw many flying objects. I just step on gas and go. The next
lap, I saw there were three cars. Stan's accident was very quick. He went straight into the wall."
ALESSANDRO ZAMPEDRI (#34 The Mi-Jack Car): "A crazy day. It was a hard race. I fought for the
whole race against a lot of push. The team did a good job. It was something bigger to try to stay out of
trouble and finish. I had a massive push all day. It was an incredible problem to have to fight all day
long."
ROBERTO GUERRERO (#21 Upper Deck / General Components): "I'm happy with the car. It ran
really well today. We're especially happy that we saw the checkered flag at the end of the race. Stupid
little mistakes plagued me all day. I even got a speeding ticket...thought I was being real careful
watching the speedometer and everything but the radar said something different." (About the first-lap
crash): "I didn't see what caused it, but I saw the two cars in the wall and there was debris everywhere. I
was concerned I ran over something but we were okay."
BRYAN HERTA (#4 Target / Scotch Video Reynard Ford): "It was a long day. We had a lot of small
problems to combat, just like most people. I'm just happy to finish this race."

SCOTT GOODYEAR (#24 LCI / Motorola / CNN / Honda): (about how he feels): "Disappointed. I
had seen the black flag...disbelief...and disbelief when they waved me by Victory Circle. It was very
clear who won the race. The restart is on TV. We really came here to win the race. If we had taken the
black flag, it would've been history. This is no protestable rule." (About pace car): "When I was beside
the car, I looked up and saw the green. I think, when the green light is on, it means go. We had several
cars almost hit it (the pace car). Pruett almost ran into the back end of it." (About whether he intended to
come in when he saw the black flag): "No, not at all, whatsoever." (About seeing the trophy in Victory
Lane): "Unbelievable." (When he saw the light, where was the pace car?): "Going low into Turn 4. He
was already down low when I came past him." (Did you want a jump on the light?): "Not trying to get
past on the straightaway. It's a case when you have to go, you want to go." (About the engine): "Pleased
over all. Number One, we set a goal this month and we were on the front row. We had good pit stops
and a good engine. We wanted to be there at the end and go racing. I feel we won the race. We played
the game right all day long." (About dueling with Pruett): "Scott and I were pulling away, battling right
to the wire. There was oil in Turn 2 and I kept it off the wall. I had to go into fifth gear and then Scott
got into the wall. We proved we had fast race cars." (About further protest): "We don't know what the
outcome will be. Races are decided on the track." (About Villeneuve): "Villeneuve got a penalty and it
was overturned (sic). He did not drive past me twice. When I see the video and the yellow was still
blazing, then I'll accept it." (About post-race feelings): "The key thing for me is to take care of my wife
as she is torn up with this. I have a great family. We'll pick up Christopher and go home and have a very
relaxing evening."
STEVE HORNE (car owner, #24 Goodyear and #31 Ribeiro): (about the rest of the season): "We
would like to have him. It is a budgetary issue. He (Goodyear) is a race winner and a great leader for this
team. We'd like to have him." (About the green light): "When the green light goes on, you go racing."
HIDESHI MATSUDA (#54 Beck Motorsports / Taisan / Zunne Group): "I'm happy. At Lap 120, it (the
popoff valve) stayed open. After that, just a so-so race. Today was good for me because I improved from
last year. Next year, I hope to improve more. At start (of race), car was loose. Sometimes, it pushed. The
first 100 laps always pushed." The car had a big push when I was drafting in traffic during the race. Out
of the draft, the car was pretty good."
STEFAN JOHANSSON (#16 Team Alumax): "My car ran fine. I had to wait seven laps for a tow
truck. Because of our tire problem we lost seven laps. If we ran stronger, we would've been up there in
the end." (About what he ran over): "Obviously, I ran over something. It is a poor consolation. The car
was good all day. We had a good balance in the car all day. It was obviously unfortunate to lose all those
laps. We really could've challenged. I think we could've been there."
SCOTT BRAYTON (#60 Quaker State / Glidden): "I had no straight-line speed. Basically, I was in the
way." (About Luyendyk): "I think if Arie would have had the boost he deserved, he would've been up
there. It's frustrating and it's very difficult." (About the problem): "In the end, it was fuel pressure. In the
middle, it was fuel pressure. The thing wouldn't restart and run properly. In the beginning, it was the
popoff valve. Actually, through the whole race, it was the popoff valve."
ANDRE RIBEIRO (#31 LCI International / Reynard Honda): "The race went very well as the car was
real strong the whole race. The package of Honda and Firestone is excellent. A broken throttle cable put
us out of the race. It's something over which we have no control. Actually, I'm feeling good, happy.
Overall, it was a good day."
SCOTT PRUETT (#20 Firestone Patrick Racing): "I was going for it and I got a little high. When I
went up high, I got into some dirty air and just went into the wall. I am heartbroken. The team did a
great job preparing the car. The Firestone tires were outstanding all race long. The car was really
working all day. Maybe I got a little greedy but we did not come here to finish second."
RAUL BOESEL (#11 The Duracell Charger): "It's a very frustrating day for me and for the team. We
were in a position to win this race and that doesn't happen here often enough. We had a good car for
most of the day. We weren't getting enough from the (popoff) valve early, but it came on line. We had
some help from some yellows and some very good strategy. We were hurt very much by the stop and go
after our first stop. My luck with penalties is not so good here. It was great to lead the race. I felt we had
a car we could win with. We were right there with 25 laps to go and with Pruett and Goodyear out of the
race later, we could've been in second and going for the win. I guess that's the way things go here. It can
be a tough place after a tough month of work. My guys were great, though, and we'll be back to try and
win this race."
ADRIAN FERNANDEZ (#10 Tecate Beer / Quaker State / Galles): "We lost two laps in the pits. The
engine was never good the whole race. I struggled because of it."

DAVY JONES (#77 Jonathan Byrd's Cafeteria/Bryant Heating & Cooling): (about first-lap accident):
"There was a hole the size of a quarter on the front edge of my wing after the accident and some kind of
debris hit me in the head."
PAUL TRACY (#3 Kmart / Budweiser / Lola / Newman Haas Racing): (about first-lap accident): "I've
never been that close to an accident in my life. Something must've broke on Fox's car. My wife, Tara,
told me to be careful on the first lap because she said there would be a big accident. She was right. I was
big time lucky to get through there with no damage." (About his car): "At first I thought something in
the throttle system broke. The throttle went wide open and then all of a sudden, the motor shut down.
We found out it was something internal in the engine (cam sensor failed as determined by post-race
inspection in the Newman Haas garage). We had a (right rear) tire puncture and that put us way behind
and forced us to fight to make up positions."
MICHAEL ANDRETTI (#6 Kmart / Texaco Havoline / Lola / Newman Haas Racing): (about the socalled ‘Andretti curse'): "You guys will write whatever you want to. I don't believe in any curses.
Ultimately, it was my mistake. I did something like I've done all month and most of the day (high in the
corner). This time, it was like I was on ice." (About your dad): "I haven't talked with him at this point. I
know he feels bad for me." (About closed pit rule): "I've been against it from the beginning. Look at the
guys who ran out of fuel. It's more dangerous, too, because you have everyone pitting at the same time."
(In ‘92, you had a dominant car and today you had one...what will it take to win this race?): "Probably a
race where I run 20th all day and then end up winning somehow." (Any doubt about winning?): "I don't
see how we could've been beaten. The car was so good, that unless we screwed up on the track or in the
pits, we were winners."
TOM BINFORD (USAC chief steward): (about the Goodyear penalty): "The obvious interference with
the pace car is that he (Goodyear) passed the pace car. The violation took place and I applied the
penalty. I've never seen a race when a car has passed the pace car right on the track. The observers who
could see it, saw it. The pace car saw it. I saw it." (About Goodyear saying he saw the green light): "We
saw it quite differently. Pulling up alongside the pace car is an infraction in itself. The one time you can
pass the pace car is when you're waved along. Safety would say, ‘we want them to pass us rather than hit
us.'" (about the Villeneuve penalty): "It was a flagrant pass. I think there were three instances (that we
waved him to stop). He just didn't slow down. He just acted as if there hadn't been a yellow flag at all."
(About pace car rules): "The pace car is in control and the drivers have the responsibility to remain
behind the pace car. It is the pace car driver's responsibility to mosey through that turn at a speed that is
responsible." (Are there better ways?): "It's always time to consider better ways to do something. This
system has worked very well in a lot of places. Secondly, I think it was pretty obvious that he knew he
was the leader. I don't think the system is wrong. Maybe we can examine this and find better ways. He
had been the leader for some time so I'm surprised that he said he didn't know." (About his instructions
to Keith Ward, his successor): "I said to him, ‘I'm just thankful this wasn't your first race.' I disliked
being the steward at this race more than any race I've ever been at. We had so many infractions -speeding in the pits, not 103, but 109, and even one at 132. While there were 25 other drivers that didn't
(speed in the pits), we had too many yellow lights, we have a driver in Methodist Hospital...it wasn't
exciting for me. As an official, it's not a race you take pleasure in. There were too many infractions."
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